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Hawks fade late in loss to Cavs

By Michael Cunningham 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

11:15 p.m. Friday, April 2, 2010

CLEVELAND -- There were no issues with the shot clock at Quicken Loans Arena this time.

The Hawks’ malfunctions at Cleveland were the self-inflicted problems that have troubled them on the road

for more than a month. The Hawks faltered over the final five minutes and lost 93-88 to the Cavaliers.

The Hawks came away miffed after their last trip to Cleveland, when they blew a 17-point lead and had a

shot-clock error work against them on a late possession. In the road rematch the Hawks managed a 74-72

lead late in the fourth quarter despite some cold shooting spells but couldn’t finish.

The defeat was similar to the Hawks’ road losses at Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Toronto, New York, Miami and

Golden State since the All-Star break.

“I wish I knew [why],” Hawks coach Mike Woodson said. “I can’t say it’s been that way since the All-Star

game, but it’s been that way against the Cavaliers. We’ve had close games against them, and we can’t find

any offense in the fourth quarter.”

The Hawks lost their fourth consecutive road game and seventh of nine. The Cavs won their fifth

consecutive game against the Hawks -- nine when counting last season’s 4-0 sweep in the Eastern

Conference semifinals.

The Hawks hoped to use their blowout victory over the Lakers on Wednesday as a confidence boost

against the Cavaliers. But that game was at Philips Arena, where the Hawks have a 31-7 record.

This one was on the road, where the Hawks dropped to 17-19. The Cavs are a league-best 34-4 at home.

They also clinched the top seed in the Eastern Conference with Orlando's loss to San Antonio.

“It’s not like teams just come in here and win ballgames,” Woodson said. “We’ve had a couple games here

where things had gone our way, we would have come away with a win.”

The Hawks came out hot against the Cavaliers, but couldn’t sustain the intensity. They went cold early in

the third quarter and again after taking a 74-72 lead on Joe Johnson’s jump shot.

The Cavs used a 10-4 run to regain control. LeBron James and Mo Williams made consecutive 3-pointers

for an 84-76 lead, and the Hawks missed two free throws and three consecutive baskets to fade away.

In the first five minutes of the third quarter, the Hawks missed seven of their first eight. Meanwhile, James

went to work for the Cavs. He twice turned Hawks misses into layups at the other end to push Cleveland’s
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lead to 62-52.

Jamal Crawford sparked the Hawks with six points over the final two minutes of the third quarter. That got

the Hawks within 69-66 entering the fourth.

The Cavaliers, who were missing injured center Anderson Varejao, uncharacteristically allowed plenty of

open looks early. The Hawks took advantage by making 11 of 22 shots in the first quarter. Marvin Williams

was 4-of-5 and Al Horford 3-of-4.

The Hawks’ bench players, playing well as a group lately, again kept them in it. The score was 20-20 when

Zaza Pachulia and Mo Evans replaced Horford and Joe Johnson late in the first quarter, and the Hawks led

37-34 when the starters returned.

The Hawks were shooting better than 50 percent for most of the half and ended up at 44 percent. But the

Cavaliers used 11 second-chance points on eight offensive rebounds and 24 points in the paint to lead 49-

46 at the half.
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